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Introduction 
R. MouFANG in [13] (1933) first discovered a harmonic plane with 
coordinates from any alternative division algebra. Subsequently, it was 
proved by Bruck and Kleinfeld and by Skorniakov independently that 
the only non-associative alternative division algebra is the Cayley algebra. 
This implies that the only harmonic non-Desarguesian planes are those 
based on Cayley algebras. P. JoRDAN in [12] (1949) and H. FREUDENTHAL 
in (4] (1951) independently gave definitions of harmonic planes based 
on an exceptional Jordan algebra over the classical Cayley division 
algebra (over real numbers). This has been extended recently by T. A. 
SPRINGER in [15] to construct a Cayley plane by means of any reduced 
exceptional Jordan algebra 3=~(~a, y) where ~ is any generalized 
Cayley division algebra (over a field) of characteristic not 2, 3. SPRINGER 
proved the fundamental theorem of projective geometry for the planes 
and established the harmonicity of these planes. In (11], N. JACOBSON 
has defined the little projective group of the Cayley plane to be the group 
generated by the elations and established that this is a simple subgroup. 
Moreover, he has shown that this group is isomorphic to the factor group 
of the norm preserving group L(3) by the scalars contained in this group. 
In the present paper we shall determine the isomorphisms of the little 
projective groups of Cayley planes. 
In 2 we give a new proof of the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry for Cayley planes by making use of the classical von Staudt's 
construction. This method is used to classify involutions in the little 
projective group A into two classes, i.e. involutions of first kind and 
involutions of second kind in 4 and to study the centralizers of involutions. 
In 5 we show that an isomorphism of the little projective groups sends 
any involution of first kind into an involution of first kind. This implies 
that the image of an elation under an isomorphism of one little projective 
group into a second one is an elation. Finally this result is used to determine 
the isomorphism of the little projective groups along the line of Schreier 
and van der Waerden's method of dealing with the analogous result for 
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full linear groups over division rings. As a corollary of the above we 
determine the isomorphisms of the norm preserving groups. 
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to Professor NATHAN 
JACOBSON for the kind direction and encouragement in the preparation 
of this paper, a dissertation presented to Yale University in 1961. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let [ be a (generalized) Cayley division algebra over a field (/) of 
characteristic not 2, 3. [has an anti-automorphism of period two x-+ x 
over(/) such that X=X for x in [if and only if xis in(/), and N(X)=xx=xx 
and T(x)=x+x. Let 3=~([a, y) be the reduced exceptional central 
simple Jordan algebra consisting of all 3 x 3 y-Hermitian matrices 
X=y-lX'y of [a with respect to the composition X·Y=!(XY+YX), 
XY the ordinary matrix product in [a, where y is a diagonal matrix with 
non-zero entries ~t in (/). X E 3=~([a, y) if and only if 
(1) X= ~i E (/), 
y 
and the generic trace and norm of X are 
T(X)=~1 +~2+~a, 
N(X) = ~1~2~a+T((xy)z)- ~1y2-1 yaN(y)­
- ~2ya-1 y1N(z)- ~ay1-1 y2N(x) 
respectively. Let II be the set of elements X of rank one in 3 i.e. X x X= 0 
where 
X X y =X· y -!T(X)Y -!T(Y)X +i(T(X)T(Y)-T(X· Y)) 1. 
One defines the Cayley (projective) plane ~ as follows: The points and 
lines of~ are the rays {X}, {U} of non-zero (/)-multiples of elements X, 
U of II. The point {X} and the line {U} are incident if and only if (X, U)=O 
for the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (X, Y) = T(X · Y) on 3. 
It is known (SPRINGER [15] p. 82) that the Cayley plane ~ is uniquely 
determined by the Cayley division algebra [ and is independent of the 
choice of an exceptional Jordan algebra ~([a, y). 
Let L(3) be the group of l - 1 linear transformations 'YJ of 3 onto 3 
such that N(X11 ) = N(X), X E 3, called the norm preserving or n.p. group 
of 3. JACOBSON in [ll] has shown that the norm preserving group L(3) is 
generated by the Ptf, p E [, i =f. j where Pti : X -+ PttXPt/, Ptt = 1 + peif, 
e11 the usual matrix unit, Pu* =y-1P'y. Every element 'YJ of L(3) induces 
a projective transformation {17} of~ defined by {X}-+ {X11}, {X} a point, 
and {U}-+ {UC'1*>- 1}, {U} a line where 17* is the transpose of 17 relative 
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to (X, Y). An elation of~ is a projective transformation i= l, leaving every 
point of a line fixed and every line through a point on the line fixed. The 
line and point are called the axis and center of the elation respectively. 
{PtJ}, ii=j, the projective transformation induced by PtJ, is an elation 
with center {ei} and axis {e,}. The little projective group A is the group 
generated by elations of ~ and A is isomorphic to the factor group 
L('J)/F where r is the set of scalars el such that e3= l, e E (/>(JACOBSON 
[11]). Let M('J) denote the set of l-l linear transformations 'fJ in 3 
such that N(X71 )=eN(X), ei=O independent of X. Elements of M('J) 
induce projective transformations in ~ which form a projective group. 
Following Jacobson we shall call this group the middle projective group 
of ~- By a four-point we shall mean a configuration consisting of an 
ordered quadruple of points no three of which are collinear. 
2. The fundamental theorem of projective geometry for Cayley planes. 
JACOBSON has proved in [ll] that if three points {Xt}, i= l, 2, 3 are 
not collinear and three points {Yt}, i= l, 2, 3 are not collinear then there 
is an {'fJ} in A such that {Xt}{71l={Yt}, i=l, 2, 3. Now we consider the 
case of a four-point: 
Proposition l. Let {Xi}, i= l, 2, 3, 4 and {Yt}, i= l, 2, 3, 4 be 
two four-points in ~- Then there exists a projective transformation in 
the middle projective group which sends the {Xi} into the {Y1}. 
Proof. Since the Cayley plane ~ is defined independently of the 
choice of an exceptional Jordan algebra .\)(<£a, y) we assume y = l. 
According to the result quoted above, we may assume that Xt=e1= Yt, 
i= l, 2, 3. Also we may take Y4 to be 
c 
1 
:) (2) A= l l 
and we set 
c 
x 
:.) x4 = ; ~2 y
where all the entries of X 4 are not zero since {et}, i= 1, 2, 3 and {X4} form 
a four-point. Let 'fJ be a mapping X--+ UXU*, X E,S, where U=diag 
{p,p-1, 1},p=z-l. Since U is unimodular, 'fJ EL('J) and 
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x' # 0. The associated projective transformation {17} leaves points {ei}, 
i= I, 2, 3 fixed and X 4TJ is in Pa for a quadratic subfield P of(£ since X4TJ 
is of rank one. Hence we may assume that X 4 E Sf= SJ(Pa, I), P a quadratic 
subfield of (£. Next we consider a mapping X___,.. UXU*, X E Sf, U 
=diag {(:i;')-1, I, x'}. Since N(U)= I, the mapping is in L(Sf) and can be 
extended to an element 17 in L(3) (Proposition I6, JACOBSON [II]). The 
(I, 2)- and (I, 3)-entries of X4TJ are I so that X4TJ E SJ(<Pa, I). Since {17} 
leaves {ei}, i =I, 2, 3 fixed, it suffices to assume that 
where all the entries are non-zero elements of <P. Let 17 be a mapping 
X___,.. UXU*, X E 3, U =diag {I, iX-1, ~-1 }, then 17 E M(3) since N(XTJ) = 
=N(iX-1~-1)N(X) as is easily verified. It is easily seen that X4'~=A and 
{e/1} = {ei}, i =I, 2, 3. This proves our assertion. 
Let 3i=SJ((£a<i), I), i= I, 2 be two reduced exceptional central simple 
Jordan algebras over Cayley division algebras (£<i), i= I, 2, respectively. 
Let ei, i= I, 2, 3 and A be as before in 3 1, fi, i= I, 2, 3 the diagonal idem-
patents of 32, and B the element of 32 whose entries are all identity of 
(£<2). Let \,lSi, i= I, 2 be the Cayley planes of 3i, i= I, 2 respectively. 
We shall prove 
Proposition 2. Let {a} be a projective transformation of the 
Cayley plane l,l51 onto the Cayley plane l,l52 such that {ei}{aJ = {/i}, i =I, 2, 3 
and {A }{aJ = { B}. Then there exists a ring-isomorphism e of (£<1> onto (£<2) 
such that the mapping X___,.. X 8 of 3 1 onto 3 2 induces {a} where X 8 is 
obtained by applying e to the entries of X. Moreover X___,.. X 8 is a semi-
linear transformation of 3 1 onto 3 2 satisfying N(X8) = N(X)8 where s 
is the isomorphism of <P1 onto <P2 associated with X ___,.. X 8• 
Proof. Since {ei}{aJ={/i}, i=2, 3, {a} sends the line {et} of l,l51 to 
the line {It} of l,l52. It is easy to see that the points on the line {et} are 
{ea} and points {Pp} where 
(3) 
0 
I ~ ) , p E (£<1). 
N(p) p 
We set {Pp}{a) = {Pp'}, then since {Pp}{aJ # {!3 }, p' is uniquely determined 
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and hence the mapping e : p--+ p' is 1-l onto. We define an addition 
EB and a multiplication 0 among points of the line {e1} by the von Staudt's 
method as follows: Take any two points {Pp}, {Pq}, different from {ea}, 
on the line {e1}= {e2} {e3} (see Fig. l (a)) and let {0} be the intersection 
of two lines {e3} {A}, {e1} {e2}. Let the line through {P v} and {0} meet 
line {e1} {e3} at the point {E}. Let the line {Pq} {e1} meet line {ea} {A} 
at the point {D}, then the line through {E} and {D} meets line {el} at 
a point which is defined to be {Pv} EB {Pq}. Similarly {Pv} 8 {Pq} is 
defined to be the intersection of line { 0} { D} and { el} in Fig. l (b). 
{Pv} {Pq} {Pv}ffi{Pq} 
Fig. l (a) 
{e2} {Pv} {Pq} {Pv}8{Pq} {ea} 
Fig. l (b) 
{ea} 
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We shall show that {Pp} EB {Pa}={Pp+q} and {Pp} 0 {Pa}={Ppq} where 
{Pp} and {Pa} are points =F {ea} of the line {e1}. We recall (JACOBSON [11], 
p. 79) that the line through two points {X}, {Y} is {X x Y} and the inter-
section of two lines {U}; {V} is {U x V}. First we calculate {Pp} EB {Pa}· 
The line {e3} {A} in Fig. 1 (a) is the ray of non-zero scalar multiples of 
and point {0}, the intersection of two lines {ea} = {e1} {e2}, {ea} {A}, is 
the ray of non-zero scalar multipies of 
In the same way we proceed to calculate 





N(p) +N(q) + tT(pq) + tT(pij) 
-p -q 
* )) -p -ij ' 
1 + tT(pq)- tT(pij) 
where * in the matrix means a:ri element of (_fU). Finally we arrive at 
the point {Pp} EB {Pa} which is 
1 {(~ 0 p+q 
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the intersection of two lines {et}, {E} {D}. Next the same calculation 
shows that 
0 
l :q )} = {Ppq}. 
pq N(pq) 
Since the four-point {ei}, i = l, 2, 3, {A} are mapped onto the four-point 
{fi}, i = l, 2, 3, {B} respectively under {a}, ( {P p}Ef) {Pq}){a} = {P p}{a) E8 {Pq}{aJ, 
i.e. {P<p+qr}= {Pp'} E8 {Pq-}, which implies (p+q)' =p' +q', and similarly 
we have (pq)' =p'q'. Hence the mapping(} : p--+ p' is a ring-isomorphism 
of [!ll onto [<2), and induces an isomorphism 8 : e --+ e' of the center <Ptl 
. 0 0 
of [!1) onto the center <1>21 of [<2). It follows that (gp) =(!8p, p E [n>, 
e E <Pt. This implies that the mapping X--+ X 0 is a semi-linear trans-
formation of 3t onto 3 2 relative to 8 and N (X0) = N (X)8 • It follows that 
X--+ X 0 induces a projective transformation {X}--+ {X0} of ~t onto ~2· 
This projective mapping coincides with {a} at the points {et}, {A}, and 
every point of the line {et}. It is immediate that two projective trans-
formations which coincide for every point of a line and for two points 
not on the line are identical. Hence {X0} = {X}{al, {X} E ~t· 
Theorem l. Let 3i=S)([3 <i), y<il), i=l, 2 betwo exceptional Jordan 
algebras, ~i, i= I, 2 the corresponding Cayley planes. Suppose {a} is a 
projective transformation of ~t onto ~2· Then there exists a I- l semi-
linear transformation a of 3t onto 3 2 relative to an isomorphism 8 of 
<Pt onto <P2 such that N(Xa)=eN(X)s, e~O in <P2 and a induces {a}. 
Proof. We may assume that y<l) =I =y<2). Take {ei}, i= l, 2, 3 and 
{A} in ~band {fi}, i=l, 2, 3 and {B} in ~2 as before. Let {ei}{aJ={Yi}, 
i= l, 2, 3 and {AYaJ={Y4}, then {Yi}, i= l, 2, 3, 4 form a four-point in ~2. 
By Proposition 1 there exists a projective transformation {'IJ} in the 
middle projective group of ~2 such that {Y;t7J = {fi}, i =I, 2, 3 and 
{Y4 }{"~J= {B}. Since the mapping {a}{n} sends the four-point {ei}, i= 1, 2, 3, 
{A} to the four-point {f;}, i = 1, 2, 3, {B}, there exists a 1-1 semi-linear 
transformation at of 3t onto 32 relative to an isomorphism 8 of <Pt onto 
<P2 such that N(Xa')=N(X)8 , X E 3t and at induces the mapping {a}{n} 
(Proposition 2). On the relation {a}= {at} {n}-1, the projective trans-
formation {n}-t is an element of the middle projective group of ~2 so 
that {n}-t is induced by a 1-1 linear transformation 'l]t of 3 2 onto 3 2 
such that N(Y''Il)=eN(Y), Y E 3z, e~O in <P2. It then follows that {a} 
is induced by a l-I semi-linear transformation at'l]t of 3t onto 3 2 relative 
to an isomorphism 8 of <Pt onto <Pz such that ]\T(Xa•rJ•)=eN(Xa')=eN(X)8 , 
X E 3t· This completes the proof. 
Let 1J be any semi-linear transformation of 3 relative to an auto-
morphism 8 of<P such that N(XrJ)=eN(X)8 , e~O in <P such that 1J induces 
identity on the Cayley plane ~- We shall show that 1J is a scalar multiple. 
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We may again assume that y= 1, where 3=SJ((£3, y). We recall (JACOBSON 
[ll)) that (X, Y,Z)=i(N(X+Y+Z)-N(X+Y)-N(X+Z)-N(Y+Z)+ 
+N(X)+N(Y)+N(Z)]. It follows that (X11 , Y 11, Z 11)=e(X, Y, Z)s, X, Y, 
Z E 3. Set et11 = AtCt, i = 1, 2, 3 and A 11 = A4A, A as in (2). (e1'~, e2'~, e3'~) = 
= e(e1, e2, e3)s implies that A1A2A3 = e since 8 is 1 on the prime field of tP, 
which contains (e1, e2, e3), and (et, eJ, A) for all i, j. Similarly we have 
i.1J.2J.4=e, A1A3i,4=e and A2A3A4=1!· These imply A1=A2=A3=A4=A, i.e. 
i.3=e. By taking ).-11] instead of 1] we may assume e= 1 and et11 =et, 
i = 1, 2, 3, A 11=A. Then 111 = l. Theorem 4, JACOBSON [9), can be extended 
to the semi-linear case, i.e. a 1-1 semi-linear transformation a of 3 onto 3 
relative to an automorphism t of tP is a ring-automorphism if and only if 
1"=1 and N(X")=N(X)t, X E3. Hence we see that 1] is a ring-auto-
morphism. We recall that the decomposition 3 = tPe1 EB tPe2 EB tPe3 EB 
@ 312 EB 3 23 EB 3'13 is the Peirce decomposition of 3 relative to the ei 
where the element aii of 3ii is characterized by et · aiJ = !atJ = aw e1, 
a0 = aeiJ + ae1t (y = 1 ). Since 1J is a ring-automorphism of 3 and ei'~ = ei, 
i = 1, 2, 3, we have 3i/ <: 3tJ· Hence we can define a semi-linear mapping 'I'JiJ 
in(£ by (a11ii)i1 =ai1'~,icif It follows from 2aw b1k= (ab)tk, i, j, k unequal that 
(ab)'l"= (a11")(b'i"). By taking b= 1, a= 1 successively we have 1]13=1]12, 
r/13=1]23 because of the fact that A 11=A gives 117ii= 1, i#j. Set 8=1]12= 
= n13 = n23, then () is an automorphism of (£ over the prime field of the 
base field tP, and hence 1] has the form X 0- X 0 where X 0 is obtained by 
applying e to the entries of X. Since {n}=1 we have Pp'~=ePp, e#O in 
fP and Pp as in (3). It follows from the form of 1J that p0 =p, p E (£,and 
so e = l. Hence 1J = 1 and we have proved 
Corollary. The projective group of the Cayley plane is isomorphic 
to the factor group of the group of 1-1 semi-linear transformations· 1] 
such that N(XtJ)=eN(X)8 , X E3, e¥0 in fP and 8 the corresponding 
automorphism of f/>, over the group of the scalar multiplications. 
This has been proved in another way by SPRINGER in [15). 
3. Harmonicity 
We shall give here a simple proof of the harmonicity in the Cayley 
plane ~- A projective transformation of period two in ~ will be called 
an involution. First we introduce a special mapping on 3. Let 3 = 3o(e1) EB 
3 J1(e1) EB 3t(e1) be the Peirce decomposition of 3 relative to the 
idempotent e1 where 3t(e1)={X E3 I e1·X=iX}. We define a mapping ( 
on S to be identity on 3o(e1)+31(e1) and -1 on 3!(e1)· It is known 
!JA.COBSON [9) p. 185) that the norm preserving group L(S') contains the 
group G(S') of automorphisms of 3. ( is an automorphism of period two 
in the center of the Galois group G(3(fPe1 ) of 3, the group of automorphisms 
of S leaving e1 fixed (JACOBSON (10) p. 91). Let {'} be the projective 
transformation induced by C, then {C} is an involution of the Cayley 
plane ~ and is an element of the little projective group A. We recall that 
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a projective transformation in a projective plane which leaves fixed 
every point on a line and two points not on the line is the identity. Since 
t; leaves fixed every element of 3o(e1) + S:1(e1), {t;} leaves each point of 
the line {el} fixed and the point {e1} fixed with no further fixed points. 
We note that an elation {t} has no fixed points outside its axis and 
{0'}-1 {r} {0'}, {0'} a projective transformatibn of ~, is also an elation. 
JACOBSON in [11] has shown that there exists a projective transformation 
in A mapping a line and a point not on it into another line and a point 
not on the line respectively. 
Proposit.ion 3. In the Cayley plane there exists a projective 
transformation which leaves every point of a line fixed, sends a point 
not on the line into another point not on the line and has no fixed points 
not on the line. 
Proof. Using the result just quoted we may assume that the line 
{e1}, the point {e1} and a point {X} not on {el} different from point {el} 
are given. It follows (JACOBSON [11] p. 80) that there exists an elation 
having {el} as its axis and sending {X} into the point {e1}. This proves 
our assertion. 
Proposition 4. Let {U} be a line of ~, and {P}, {Q} two points 
not on {U}. There exists a unique involution which leaves every point 
of {U} fixed, sends {P} into {Q} and has only one fixed point outside {U}. 
I 
Proof. Let {A}, {B} be two distinct points which are interchanged 
by {t;} defined before. Take two points {0}, {D} on the line {el} and two 
points {R}, {S} on the line {U} such that {A}, {B}, {0}, {D} form 'a four-
point and {P}, {Q}, {R}, {S} form a four-point. There is a projective 
transformation {0'} mapping {A}, { B}, {0}, {D} into {P}, {Q}, {R}, {S} 
respectively. It follows that {n}= {0'}-1 {r} {0'} is an involution which 
leaves every point of {U} fixed, sends {P} to {Q} and has only one fixed 
point {e1}{a} not on {U}. If there is another involution{r} satisfying the 
conditions, then {n} {r}-1 has a line {U} of fixed points and leaves fixed 
two distinct points {e1}{a}, {A} not on {U} where we may take {B} if 
{e1}{a}={A}. This implies that {n} {r}-1=1 i.e. {n}={r}. 
Now we can prove the following by the same way as SPRINGER did 
in [15]. 
Theorem 2. The Cayley plane is harmonic, i.e. the theorem of 
complete quadrilateral holds. 
4. Classification of involutions 
Let {n} be any involution in the little projective group A. {n} has 
two pairs of interchanging points {A}, {A'}; {B}, {B'} which form a 
four-point. Two invariant lines {A} {A'}, {B} {B'} meet at a fixed point 
{Z}, as in Fig. 2, and lines {A} {B}, {A} {B'} meet at fixed points {R}, {S} 




We have the following two cases: 
Case I. {n} leaves every point of line {R} {S} fixed, 
Case II. {n} has non-fixed points on line {R}{S}. 
In Case I {n} has only one fixed point {Z} outside line {R} {S} since 
any projective transformation having a line of fixed points and two 
fixed points outside the line is the identity. Let invariant lines {A} {A'}, 
{R} {S} meet at{T}, then {A'} is the harmonic conjugate of {A} relative 
to two points {Z}, {T}. It is easy (Theorem 2) to see that any non-fixed 
point {X} of {n} is mapped to its harmonic conjugate relative to {Z} 
and the intersection of lines {R} {S}, {Z} {X}. We have seen that {n} 
has a line {R} {S} of fixed points and only one fixed point {Z} outside 
the line, and sends every non-fixed point {X} to its harmonic conjugate 
relative to {Z} and the intersection of lines {R} {S}, {Z} {X}. Such an 
involution will be called an involution of first kind (a harmonic homology). 
The line {R} {S} and the point {Z} are uniquely determined by the 
involution {n}. These will be called the axis and center of {n} respectively. 
It is immediate that any involution of first kind is determined completely 
by its axis and center. An involution of A which is not of first kind, 
will be called an involution of second kind. 
Next we proceed to study an involution {n} of second kind, that is, 
Case II. Let {P}, {P'} be two interchanging points of the line {R} {S} 
as in Fig. 2. Take a line which passes through {P}, not through {Z}, the 
line meets at a fixed point {Q} its image passing through {P'}. Since 
{Q} is different from {Z}, the two fixed points {Q}, {Z} form a four-point 
together with two of the three fixed points {R}, {S}, {T}. Hence we have 
proved the following 
Proposition 5. An involution of first kind is completely determined 
by its axis and center. An involution of second kind has no line of fixed 
points but a four-point whose elements are fixed. 
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We shall characterize an involution {17} of second kind, and for this 
purpose we may assume y= 1 where 3=S)(<£a, y). Let {a} be an element 
of the middle projective group which sends a fixed four-point of {1]} 
onto the four-point {ei}, i= 1, 2, 3 and {A}, A as in (2) (Proposition 1). 
Then the mapping {a}-1 {17} {a} is an involution of second kind which 
leaves invariant the four-point {ei}, i = 1, 2, 3 and {A}. By Proposition 2 
{a}-1 {17} {a} is induced by a semi-linear transformation X--';>- X 8, X E 3 
where () is a ring-automorphism of (£ with an associated automorphism 
of tl>. Since {a}-1 {17} {a} is in A, it is induced by a 1-1 linear trans-
formation r of 3. We have seen in Corollary, Theorem 1 that the identity 
of the projective group of~ is induced by a scalar multiplication e1, e #- 0 
in ifJ. It follows from the fact that the product of r-1 and the mapping 
X __,.. X 8 induces the identity of the projective group of~ that the mapping 
X __,.. X 8 must be linear, that is, ()is an automorphism of(£ over its center 
rfJ. Furthermore () is of period two since {a}-1 {17} {a} is an involution 
and A 8' =A. It is known (JACOBSON [8] p. 67) that () decomposes (£ in 
the following way: (£ = '1) EB '1)1. where '1) is a quaternion subalge bra of 
[,and() is 1 on '1) and -1 on '1)1.. We denote by C:ll the mapping X__,.. X 8 , 
X E 3. It is easily seen that the automorphism C:ll of period two of S 
belongs to the Galois group G(S/S)('l:l3 , y)). Therefore we haye proved 
Proposition 6. Any involution of second kind is conjugate, within 
the middle projective group, to a projective transformation induced by 
C:ll, 'l:l a quaternion subalgebra of[, where C:ll is an element ofG(S/S)('l:l3, y)) 
of period two. 
It should be mentioned here that if one consider involutions of the 
group of all projective transformations of the Cayley plane, there appears 
one more kind which is neither of first kind nor of second and which 
may be called of third kind. We just note that an involution of third 
kind also has a fixed four-point. 
Now we consider conjugacy among involutions of first kind in the 
following 
Proposition 7. Any two involutions of first kind are conjugate to 
each other within the little projective group A. 
Proof. Let {17i}, i= 1, 2 be two given involutions of first kind with 
axes {Ui}, i= 1, 2 and centers {Zi}, i= 1, 2 respectively. It follows 
(JACOBSON [11], p. 81) that there exists an element {a} in A such that 
{U1}{a}={U2} and {ZdaJ={Z2}· This implies {172}={a}-1 {171} {a} and the 
result is proved. 
We note that the involution {C} defined in 3 is of first kind with axis 
{e1} and center {el} and is conjugate to any involution of first kind 
within A. 
(To be continued) 
